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Using a pump–probe scheme with a large cloud of cold rubidium atoms, we observe very large double-pass gain
(1800%) due to interference between Raman gain and four-wave mixing. A simple model explains the main
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. INTRODUCTION
he search for strong localization [1] of waves in random
edia has intensified with the discovery that electromag-

etic waves can be used to study the disorder-driven
hase transition [2] without the effect of interactions that
re important for electrons and Bose–Einstein conden-
ates, for example [3–6]. Many interesting experiments
ave been performed to approach this phase transition,
anging from the coherent backscattering of light [7–9], to
he study of fluctuations [10] with a variety of samples,
ncluding laser cooled atoms [11]. Recent progress has
een made using time-resolved techniques [12] shown
arlier in [13], allowing to discriminate strong localization
rom absorption, as discussed for previous work [14–16].

It also became clear that using an active sample (with
ain) makes it possible to study new, interesting interfer-
nce effects in multiple scattering, even when the thresh-
ld for strong localization in the passive system cannot be
chieved. A system combining gain and multiple scatter-
ng has been named the “photonic bomb” or “random la-
er.” Such a system had been proposed many years ago
17] but the field of random lasers has emerged after the
ore recent experimental work [18]. One of the current

ot topics is the so-called coherent random laser, where
nterference effects in multiple scattering in the gain me-
ium leads to new features, such as distinctive spikes in
he emission spectrum [19]. Discriminating between such
nterference effects and anomalous intensity effects might
elp us understand the interplay of localization effects
nd grain.
Since most samples used in this context are either days

ith colloidal suspension or semiconductor powders, some
spects, such as the occurrence of long-range correlation
etween the optical coherence of the radiating dipoles,
eading to superfluorescence, could not have been investi-
ated as yet. We propose to use a sample of laser-cooled
0740-3224/07/100A40-8/$15.00 © 2
toms to study random lasers with large optical coherence
ifetime. In the past, such samples have been used in the
bsence of gain to investigate coherent backscattering of
ight by resonant scatters [11,20,21]. Narrow resonances
n such samples yield new features such as the dispersion
nd time dependence of multiple scattering [22]. It is also
nown that such samples of laser-cooled atoms can be
sed to produce a sample with gain [23]. Various gain
echanisms can be used with cold atoms, such as Mollow

ain [24], Raman gain [25–28], or recoil-induced reso-
ance [29,30]. In the past, only moderate single-pass gain
as been obtained with cold atoms, mainly limited be-
ause of the reduced optical thickness of the samples that
ould be realized. Even with such moderate gain, fasci-
ating experiments have been realized, allowing the
tudy of nonclassical effects of atom lasers [31,32] or col-
ective atomic recoil lasers [33]. Using clouds with a
arger number of atoms and increased optical thickness, it
s, however, possible to obtain large gain [34] even in the
bsence of cavities.
In this paper, we present a new mechanism to the best

f our knowledge, for producing significant gain without
elying on a high-finesse cavity. As in most pump–probe
xperiments with cold atoms, the pump beam needs to be
n a counterpropagating configuration in order to balance
he radiation pressure. One thus naturally has a system
n which four-wave mixing (FWM) is expected [35]. We
ill show in this paper how the Raman gain in the for-
ard direction can interfere with the conjugate beam pro-
uced by FWM to yield a double-pass gain of 1800%. This
aper is organized as follows. First we describe our ex-
erimental setup in Section 2. The results of nondegener-
te four-wave mixing (NDFWM) are presented in Section
; those of single-pass gain in Section 4. The most impor-
ant result of this paper, i.e., the important double-pass
ain, is presented in Section 5.
007 Optical Society of America
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. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
he experiment was performed in a sample of cold ru-
idium atoms in a magneto-optical trap (MOT). Our MOT
cheme has been described elsewhere [11] and allows
ime-controlled switching of the trapping and repumping
eams as well as of the magnetic quadrupole field. One
articular aspect of our trap is the large number of atoms
Nat�1010� that can be trapped, due to large beam waists
nd the corresponding large powers for the trapping and
ooling lasers. In a previous experiment, we have investi-
ated degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) and de-
cribed a bunching-induced red–blue asymmetry in the
FWM spectra [35]. In contrast to those experiments in
hich all DFWM beams were provided by the same laser

frequencies �F=�B=�P), we have added an independent
robe beam P, allowing us to study the dependence of the
elative detuning �=�P−�F of our signals. The pump
eams are independent (not retroreflected) carefully
ligned counterpropagating pumping beams (forward F
nd backward B). The angle between the probe �P� and
orward beam �F� has been kept constant at �0.2 rad.
he waist of the laser beams (wF,B=3 mm, wP
1.7 mm/FWHMP�2 mm) is smaller than the size of our
loud (Lrms�2 mm/FWHM�4.7 mm). The polarization of
he DFWM beams can be adjusted by appropriate wave
lates and polarizing cubes placed along the beam paths.
n the work reported in this paper, we have used the
�B�P polarization configuration, in which the two
ump beams F and B have linear and parallel polariza-
ions and the probe beam P has a linear polarization or-
hogonal to the pump polarization. We define saturation

ig. 1. (a) Schematic of the experiment: two strong counter-
ropagating pump beams (F and B with parallel linear polariza-
ion) and one weak probe beam (P with linear polarization or-
hogonal to that of F and B) are applied; an additional mirror (M)
as been used for double-pass gain (see text) and either trans-
ission �T� or reflection �R� through a beam splitter (BS) has

een recorded; (b) timing of the experiment: the MOT beams and
agnetic fields are switched off during the short pump–probe

ulse.
arameters sF, sB, and sP for the forward and backward
ump and the probe beam by the beam center intensity
ivided by the saturation intensity Isat=1.6 mW/cm2 of
he F=3−F�=4 transition of 85Rb. The MOT trapping
eam and magnetic field gradient are switched off for
1 ms every 30 ms and the pump and probe field act on

toms unperturbed by the MOT preparation (see Fig. 1).
Spectra are obtained by sweeping the probe frequency

ith respect to the pump frequency, which has been kept
t fixed detuning, �=�F,B−�at, with respect to the atomic
esonance of the F=3→F�=4 of the D2 line of 85Rb. We
ave checked that the duration of the frequency ramp (of
he order of 20–100 �s) is long enough not to limit the
idth of the recorded resonances and short enough not to

ose atoms during the exposure to the large intensity
ump fields. The independent probe beam P is generated
rom the same master laser as the pump fields F and B
sing different acousto-optical modulators to control the
requency difference. The stability of the probe frequency
ersus pump frequency has been checked by radio-
requency analysis and by the laser beatnote to be of the
rder of 20 kHz during one probe pulse duration and less
han 100 kHz over a second, corresponding to the typical
veraging time used for the signals reported in this paper.
ast and sensitive detection is obtained with use of a
hannel photomultiplier.

. NDFWM
o realize a gain medium, one obviously needs to pump
nergy into the sample. This is achieved with optical
umping using strong quasi-resonant pump fields F and
(see Fig. 1). Since cold atoms are sensitive to radiation

ressure forces, it is convenient to use counterpropagat-
ng pump beams to balance the radiation pressure forces.
his makes this pump–probe scheme similar to a back-
ard FWM configuration, which we have used previously

36]. Since we are interested in the gain spectrum of our
ystem, we have recorded the NDFWM signal, i.e., we
ave recorded the backward FWM as a function of the
robe–pump detuning � for a fixed-pump frequency �. In
ig. 2, we show the resulting NDFWM signal obtained
ith a large cloud of cold atoms. The data shown here fo-

us on a narrow frequency range around the pump–probe
esonance, corresponding to the central feature of [36].
he width of the NDFWM is of the order of several times
00 kHz, consistent with the Doppler width of our atomic
ample. The main point to notice here is the large value of
DFWM ��80% � of the incident probe beam that can be

btained. This will be important for the double-pass gain
escribed later in the paper. A moderate increase in the
ptical thickness of our cloud might allow us to obtain a
WM yield larger than unity in the future. A regime simi-

ar to the self-oscillation in FWM in sodium [37] or the
irrorless oscillation observed with nonlinear materials

38,39] could then be obtained with this sample. Although
uch mirrorless oscillation is not discussed in the context
f a random laser (another mirrorless oscillator), both
ituations are based on nonlinear matter–light interac-
ions and might have to be considered when trying to un-
erstand the combination of multiple scattering and gain.
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. SINGLE-PASS GAIN
n a first series of experiments, we measured the gain
hat can be obtained in our sample and identified the
ominant gain mechanism. Indeed, several gain mecha-
isms can exist in such systems: (i) Mollow gain one
ould expect from a strongly driven two-level system, (ii)
echanical assisted gain at work in recoil-induced reso-
ances and/or vibrational Raman resonances, or (iii)
timulated Raman transitions between different Zeeman
ublevels. As we will show below, the last mechanism is
he dominant gain in our experiment.

The very rich physics of pump–probe spectroscopy with
old atoms was a dynamic field of research in the begin-
ing of the 1990s and a lot of results are summarized in a
eview paper [23]. The transmission through a cloud of at-
ms increases exponentially with the number of atoms, as
llustrated by the important recoil-induced resonances-
ased gain obtained in an elliptically shaped optical thick
loud of atoms [36]. Our results, obtained with a different
eometry for the cloud and the laser beams, are domi-
ated by Raman transitions between different Zeeman
ublevels.

Despite the above-mentioned sensitivity of cold atoms
o radiation pressure, the radiation pressure forces are
ot strong enough to accelerate the atoms out of reso-
ance during the interaction with the pump and probe
eams for the smaller interaction times we have used (be-
ow 40 �s). Spatial displacement of the atoms is less im-
ortant since it would take an even longer time to dis-
lace the atoms by more than the initial cloud size. We
ave thus been able to record the transmission of the
robe beam in the presence of a single pump beam (F or
). A typical gain spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.
The transmission of a low-intensity probe beam is re-

orded with either pump beam F or pump beam B on. One
an clearly see that gain is obtained only with the co-
ropagating F pump [Fig. 3(a)], whereas the counter-
ropagating B pump does not produce net gain [Fig. 3(b)].
he resonance condition for the Raman gain is fulfilled
hen the probe–pump detuning � is equal to the energy
ifference of the Zeeman sublevels coupled via this two-
hoton process. In the absence of a magnetic field, the en-

ig. 2. NDFWM spectrum obtained in the F �B�P configura-
ion. The pump frequency ��=−4.8�� and intensity (sF,B=23, sP
0.01) are kept fixed as the detuning �=�P of the probe beam P

s scanned across the NDFWM resonance. Note that the scale of
he detuning scan shown here is covering a smaller range than in
he subsequent figures.
rgy of the Zeeman sublevels is determined by the light
hift induced by the strong pump beams. The coupling
trength of the various Zeeman sublevels depends on the
lebsch–Gordan coefficients and for the F=3−F�=4 tran-
ition in this work, the pump-induced light lifts the de-
eneracy of the F=3 state. To verify that the resonance
ondition is given by the energy difference of the Zeeman
evels, we have also added a pulsed-bias field (only when
he pump and probe are switched on) and have indeed ob-
erved that the resonance condition in that case depends
n the applied-bias field. The shape and the number of
esonances can be drastically altered in the presence of a
ias field, and in the future we might exploit this con-
rolled dependence of the resonance condition combined
ith optical Zeeman pumping for optimizing the proper-

ies of our system for the realization of a random laser
ith cold atoms.
One signature of the Raman gain mechanism in con-

rast, e.g., to the recoil-induced resonances is that gain for
egative pump detuning ���0� is obtained for a probe
requency below the pump frequency ���0�, whereas for
�0, gain is obtained for ��0. This is explained by the

act that the Zeeman sublevel most shifted by light is also
he most populated (see Fig. 4) on an F−F�=F+1 transi-
ion. The difference between the gain obtained with the

ig. 3. Gain spectrum for F �B�P polarization. (a) for the
uasi-co-propagating pump �F� and probe �P� beams (sF=30 and
=−3�). A distinctive gain of �100% is seen at the Raman con-
ition, for �=�Raman. (b) For the quasi-counter-propagating pump
B� and probe �P� beams (sB=30 and �=−3�) no gain is observed.

ig. 4. (Color online) Raman gain mechanism. (a) Gain spec-
rum for negative pump detuning and corresponding gain spec-
rum (�=−5.2�, sF=30, sP=0.07). (b) Gain spectrum for positive
ump detuning and corresponding gain spectrum (�= +5.2�, sF
30, sp=0.07). Insets indicate the different light shifts and popu-

ations corresponding to the gain part of each curve.
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opropagating and the counterpropagating pump beam
an be explained by the residual Doppler broadening for
he two-photon process involving quasi-co-propagating (F
nd P) or quasi-counter-propagating fields (B and P)
40,41].

The combination of these signatures shows that the
ominant gain mechanism in the experiments reported in
his paper is the Raman gain between different Zeeman
ublevels. Other gain mechanisms, in particular recoil-
nduced resonances (or its equivalent for trapped atoms,
.e., Raman transitions between different vibrational lev-
ls), can also contribute to the signal. We have indeed ob-
erved a narrower central feature for lower saturation
nd atom numbers. However, we attribute the dominant
ain feature in our experiment to Raman gain between
ifferent Zeeman sublevels.
We have also performed a more systematic study of

ingle-pass Raman gain. When the probe intensity is in-
reased, one obtains lower gain. This gain saturation is il-
ustrated in Fig. 5 where one can see that probe intensity
elow 0.01Isat �sP�0.01� is required for optimal gain. We
o not expect this gain saturation to be a limiting factor
or a laser using this gain mechanism, since such a laser
ould be triggered by low-intensity spontaneous emis-

ion. However, the intensity that can be expected from
uch a laser in steady state would be determined by non-
inear effects such as this gain saturation mechanism.

Another feature of gain using cold atoms is the expo-
ential increase with the increasing optical thickness of
he cloud, as, e.g., mentioned in [34]. However, the gain
annot be described only by the optical thickness at the
requency of the pump and probe beams. Indeed, even
hough gain does increase with the number of atoms (see
ig. 6), it is reduced around resonance as shown in Fig. 7.
everal effects contribute to the reduced gain around
esonance.

First, even for an optically thin cloud of atoms, the gain
s predicted to have a more complex dependence on the
etuning. Indeed, gain is turning into absorption as the
ump detuning � is scanned across the atomic resonance.
ollowing previous work [42], we expect

g � eNat�	a−	b�f���, �1�

here 	a and 	b are the populations of the two Zeeman
evels coupled via the two-photon pump–at probe transi-

ig. 5. Gain saturation. Maximum of the gain spectra for differ-
nt probe intensities at fixed-pump parameters (sF=6.8 and �=
3�).
ion and f��� is a function that depends on the pump in-
ensities �sF ,sB� as well as on the pump detuning � and
n the details of the atomic transition. A simplified under-
tanding of the function can be obtained by considering
he function

f��� =
A1

�� − �Raman�2 + 
2/4
−

A2

�� + �Raman�2 + 
2/4
, �2�

here 
 describes the width of the Raman gain and A1
nd A2 describe the weights of the gain and absorption
rocesses, respectively. All these parameters depend on
he intensities of the pump and probe beams as well as on
he pump detuning, �. The coefficients A1 and A2 differ
ince the strength of the two-photon process involving ei-
her “pump absorption and probe emission” or “probe ab-
orption and pump emission” is not the same due to a dif-
erence in the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. As a result of
he F=3−F�=4 transition used in our Rb experiment, a
ore precise model needs to account for multiple two-

hoton transitions with each at a different resonance po-
ition and width. The net result is an overall inhomoge-
eous broadening of the resonance [23]. The precise origin
f the width 
 of the Raman resonances has, however,
een much debated [23] and can involve the inhomoge-
eous broadening due to different energy splitting of all

evels involved, the finite temperature of the atoms, opti-
al pumping from one sublevel into another, but a reduced
idth can also be present in the case of strong atomic lo-

alization in the bottom of the potential well (Lamb–
icke narrowing).
The influence of the number of atoms beyond that de-

cribed by Eq. (2) also needs to be considered. Indeed, we
ave observed significant broadening of gain spectra as
he number of atoms is increased. With increased atom
umber, the width 
 of the resonances are no longer small
ompared with their separation 2�Raman; reducing the
aximum gain that can be obtained. Even though using a

arge number of atoms is obviously desirable for large
ain, it makes a quantitative comparison with an ab initio
odel more difficult.
The net result for the maximum gain is shown in Fig. 7,

here a significant reduction of the gain is observed close
o the center of the atomic resonance. Using this gain to
uild a standard cavity laser, one should therefore choose
ff-resonant pumping. However, this center line reduction

ig. 6. Maximum of gain spectra as a function of the (resonant)
ptical thickness of the cloud, varied by changing the atom num-
er (s =30, �=−3�, and s =0.07).
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f the gain is also due to multiple scattering in the opti-
ally thick cloud of atoms. The combination of multiple
cattering and gain is the route to follow to realize a ran-
om laser with cold atoms. One important aspect to study
s the separate control of gain and multiple scattering,
ince the scattering mean free path in cold atoms will be
ffected by the pump lasers. In this respect, the Raman
ain mechanism seems to be more promising than the
ther possible gain mechanisms mentioned above (Mollow
ain or mechanical-assisted gain). Indeed, a single fre-
uency of the propagating field will be amplified by some
f the Zeeman sublevels (corresponding to negative ab-
orption or a negative mean free path) whereas other Zee-
an sublevels will not contribute to the gain and will

hus contribute to the scattering (with a positive mean
ree path). The other gain mechanisms can be explained
ith a two-level atomic model, and thus the mean free
ath for one frequency of the propagating field will be ei-
her positive or negative, making the combination of gain
nd multiple scattering a more difficult task, required to
ealize a random laser. With the Raman gain presented in
his paper, it might be possible to control the relative
mounts of gain and scattering and also combine both by
ontrolling the populations of the different Zeeman sub-
evels.

. DOUBLE-PASS GAIN
aving understood the origin of our gain in a single-pass

onfiguration, we investigated the extent to which this
ain can be increased in a multipass configuration. For
his purpose, we reflect the probe beam with a mirror (see
ig. 1) and recorded the intensity on the same detector
sed in the NDFWM experiment. This configuration
ight also make it possible to achieve random lasing in

ur system. Indeed, if one can approach the threshold for
random laser, i.e., when amplified emission can occur in

ach direction, adding a single mirror will increase the to-
al gain in one of these directions. One might thus be able
o detect emission in the direction specified by the mirror,
ven in the absence of a probe beam. We have not inves-
igated this possibility as yet, since our goal was to under-
tand the amplification of a probe beam.

To our surprise, the double-pass gain with a probe
eam became very sensitive to small adjustments in the
irror alignment as well as to the alignments of the

ig. 7. Maximum of gain spectra as a function of pump detun-
ng � at maximum atom number �Nat=1010� for sF=30 and sP
0.07.
ump beams F and B. Also, very distinctive chirped oscil-
ations appear in the double-pass spectrum (see Fig. 8). A
hird remarkable feature is the giant double-pass gain ob-
ained, up to 1800%. Let us now turn to the explication of
hese features, which we will use in future work for real-
zing a cavity-type laser as well as for a random laser with
old atoms.

The oscillations in the double-pass spectrum of Fig. 8
an easily be understood by noting that the frequency of
he conjugate beam is not identical to that of the incident
robe beam. Indeed the FWM condition yields a beam of
requency:

�C = 2�F,B − �P. �3�

t resonance, �P=�F,B, the conjugate and probe beams
ave the same frequency, but as the probe frequency is
uned further from resonance, the frequency difference
etween the conjugate and probe beam increases. On the
ther hand, the transmitted beam (with Raman gain) is at
he same frequency as the incident probe beam, since the
ain is a stimulated emission process into the mode of the
robe beam. When detecting in the backward direction in
he presence of a mirror, we will get the result of NDFWM
s well as double-pass Raman gain. When the mirror is
arefully aligned, these two fields interfere, and the re-
ulting beat note is the origin of the oscillations in Fig. 8.
lso, the relative phase of the interfering beams now de-
ends on the distance between the atomic cloud and the
irror. This cavitylike sensitivity explains the large shot-

o-shot fluctuations observed on the signal at approxi-
ately �=0.
A more detailed analysis indicates that multipass ef-

ects must be taken into account, since the beam that is
eflected off the mirror can produce a conjugate beam by
tself and return to the mirror. In some sense, the quite
arge reflection coefficient we have described in a previous
ection produces a low-finesse cavity made by the mirror
nd the atomic sample. This cavity-type behavior makes
ur signal very sensitive to small fluctuations of, e.g., the
irror positions. We now need to include more than two
elds to compute the total signal in the backward direc-
ion. Our model thus includes multiple reflections with
requency changes each time a beam is transformed into a
onjugate beam. We denote by rc the amplitude of the re-
ection coefficient off the atom cloud (i.e., the FWM con-

ig. 8. (Color online) Double-pass gain spectrum as a function
f pump detuning � (�=−4.5�, sF,B=23, sP=0.01 at maximum
tom number N =1010).
at
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ersion efficiency), and tF, tB denote the amplitudes of the
ransmission coefficients through the atom cloud along
he incoming path and reflected paths of the probe beam,
espectively. This notation suggests that the Raman gain
s dominated by the copropagating pump beam, as de-
cribed in Section 4. We also assume, tF= tB, thus neglect-
ng cross saturation and/or absorption effects. The incom-
ng probe beam is denoted, Einc=E0ei�Pt.

For a single interaction with the atomic cloud, the
ransmitted signal becomes tFE0ei�Pt, and the reflected
ignal rcE0

*ei��P−2��t is the conjugate signal of the incoming
eam. We have computed the total reflected field in two
ifferent ways. First, we only consider the interference
etween the conjugate beam and the beam transmitted
wice through the atomic cloud. The corresponding nor-
alized signal is then given by

I1 = �rce
i��p−2��t + tFtBei�ptei��2, �4�

here the phase factor �=2kL describes that phase dif-
erence of the beam between the atomic cloud and the
irror at a distance L.
In the experiment, we sweep the probe frequency, and �

ecomes a function of time: �=�t, with � of the order of
0−4 � /�s. The fast oscillations of Fig. 8 arise from the in-
erference term cos�2��2�. We have verified in the experi-
ent that the peak-to-peak distance of these oscillations

ollows a 1/� law, as expected. Also, due to Raman absorp-
ion for ��0 ���0�, oscillations are strongly reduced
ince the amplitude of one interfering beam is very small.
ne interesting feature is the minimum in the contrast of

he oscillations at approximately ��−0.04� close to the
aximum of the Raman gain (see the inset in Fig. 8). This

eature can be explained by the 	 phase of the Raman
esonance and illustrates the rich physics involved in this
ouble-pass gain experiment.
A second, more complete analysis also includes mul-

iple reflections between the atomic cloud and the back
irror. Since the frequency of the reflected beam flips

round the pump frequency at each reflection off the
tomic cloud, the total field can be written as

I2 = �rce
i��p−2��t + tFtB�

n
rc

2ne2ni�ei�pt

+ tFtB�
n

rc
2n+1e�2n+1�i�ei��p−2��t�2

. �5�

In Fig. 9, we show the result of our simulations follow-
ng Eqs. (4) and (5). When comparing the maximum gain
btained in our experiment with our model, we see that
everal reflections between the atomic cloud and the mir-
or need to be included to produce a total gain of 1800%,
.e., a transmission of the probe beam of 18. Indeed a
ingle interference of a beam with a relative intensity of
.8 and one with an intensity of 2 cannot produce the ob-
erved gain. With the FWM efficiency of 0.8, one can,
owever, see the atomic cloud and the back mirror as a

ow-finesse cavity of approximately F=20 (including
oundtrip losses on the uncoated interfaces of the vapor
ell). The large double-pass gain observed in our experi-
ent can be explained by including these multiple reflec-

ions between the atomic cloud and the mirror. Also, the
aximum of the total signal is closer to the maximum of
he NDFWM signal, consistent with the important role
layed by this effect. We notice, however, that the con-
rast of the oscillations for ��0 is clearly larger than ob-
erved in the experiment, and a maximum is not reached
round the Raman resonance. We speculate that these re-
uctions can be due to the convolution of the signal with
he velocity distribution f�v� of the atoms and by fluctua-
ions of the cavity length during the integration of the sig-
al (typically of the order of seconds). Indeed, Doppler
roadening is of the order of 100 kHz, which can reduce
he contrast of the faster oscillations of the interferences
escribed by Eq. (5). We also notice important sweep-to-
weep fluctuations in the signal and the oscillations as
ell as the significant gain at the FWM resonance is

trongly attenuated when long integration times have
een used. Fluctuations of the mirror position can be re-
uced by better mechanical stability, and the Doppler
roadening could be reduced by almost 1 order of magni-
ude by applying a molasses phase before the pump–
robe beams.

. CONCLUSION
n this paper, we have presented pump–probe experi-
ents performed on a large cloud of cold atoms and iden-

ified the dominant gain mechanism as due to Raman
ransitions between different Zeeman sublevels. This gain
echanism might be of future interest to realize a ran-

om laser with cold atoms. We have observed an unex-
ected large gain in a double-pass configuration, due to

ig. 9. Simulated double-pass gain spectrum using the experi-
ental FWM result and Raman gain curve as input. (a) Only one

nterference term between the FWM and the Raman gain is in-
luded [see Eq. (4)]. (b) Multiple reflections between the atomic
loud and the back mirror are included [see Eq. (5)]. The signal
epends crucially on the distance between the atomic cloud and
he mirror �L�0.2 m�.
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ultiple four-wave mixing reflections between the atomic
loud and the mirror interfering with the Raman gain.
his large gain should allow us to build a Fabry–Perot-
ype laser with cold atoms as the gain medium. This laser
ight present interesting features, since gain is based on
combination of mechanisms. The work presented in this
aper thus opens the way for a variety of lasers that can
e realized. If gain as presented in this work can be com-
ined with larger atomic densities, one could also investi-
ate the effect of coherent multiple scattering in the pres-
nce of gain when approaching the threshold of strong
ocalization. Indeed, it would be interesting to study to
hat extent gain allows the observation of precursors of

trong localization farther away from the localization
hreshold of passive systems. At present, however, two
hallenging tasks, i.e., combining gain and multiple scat-
ering in a dilute system on one hand and reaching the
hreshold of localization in passive systems on the other
and, are investigated along separate routes.
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